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Program Overview / 1991 Flight Test Objectives
Questions and Answers
Q: Bob Otto (Lockheed) - A potential recommendation for carrying out a sensor comparison
program would be to use all candidate sensors (TDWR, reactive, radar, IR, etc.) to determine
F-factor as a function of space and time for the same microburst event. A reference or ground
truth needs to be decided upon. It may be TDWR or reactive data properly processed. Then the
semmr$ can be evaluated and compared. A parametric evaluation can be done for wet and dry,
different microburst spatial sizes and temporal duration, different microburst strengths and various
lmramctors of the event. Please comment on this recommendation and tell what the actual plan
will be.
A: Roland Bowles (NASA Langley) - The easy answer is that we don't write those plans, but
we certainly feel sensitive to the need to help the FAA put together a technical rationale. That is
our job. We are not going to dictate how you are going to get your systems approved, but we are
going to be in the background along with the other programs operating out of the FAA like the
Lincoln and the NCAR program. Wherever we can get relevant and pertinent data to bare on the
subject we are going to get it.
Q: Bob Otto (Lockheed) - I have attended all of the wind shear conferences that you have had
and each time I come here I see a great deal of progress being made. I have this vision that at
some point we are going to be able to take all the data from all the different sensors for the same
type of microburst events and compare all these different sensors and say this sensor works best in
this regime, this sensor works best for that regime. In other words, trying to accumulate enough
scientific data and try to make a v',did comparison among all these different sensors. I think
NASA is in a unique position to do that sort of thing. I am just asking if that is what you really
want to do or should do in order to satisfy the program objectives?
A: Roland Bowles (NASA Langley) - Our job was basically three fold: a) Define the relevant
technologies appropriate to airborne hazard detection and avoidance, b) Out of that admissible
list, decide through priority structure what we think the system requirement is going to end up to
be and realize in hardware and sofiwm'e those candidates and c) fly them off and compare against
suitable environments that we can call truth. I don't call TDWR ground truth. I call TDWR
another estimate of what is out there. But I'll tell you what I do think the truth is, I believe it is
the airplane. Newton as alive and well. That is why wc are stressing a great deal using our In
Situ data. Brac showed some results that were extremely encouraging. The data that he showed
yesterday had the antenna looking down two degrees below the horizon. There were range gates
out there in the ground. In filet, the strongest event we incurred was right over top of the
interstate in Orlando. So we had plenty of stuff around to reject or mess it up. When the radar
took a snapshot and made a prediction 8 kilometers out and subsequently the airplane flew
through that environment and you compare the results, we can even see the latency in the reactive
alert due to the gust rejection filtering and it is right on the money. That was based on a snapshot
30 to 40 seconds earlier. So that is one means by which you can judge the validity in the
prediction. We do not see anything coming off of the TDWR that is inconsistent with what we
are seeing in the air, when we fly in the vicinity or an appropriate neighborhood of the event.
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Now,wedid fly throughiconslastyearwheretherejust wasn'tanything in them. That is another
problem that I think Steve is going to address tomorrow. I think this is a good question. I look
at it as, what would be the appropriate mix that industry would have to place on the FAA
doorstep between flight results, simulation results, and those test procedures that will be outlined
in the Interim Standards document and or a TSO, if we cvcr get to one. I think it is the mix that
is important. But, it is going to cost the industry money. Knowing Kun and his people, I don't
think anyone is going to be able to back in on this one. There is a lot of homework to be done. I
think we are on the right track. The NASA laser, built by UTAS and integrated by Lockheed, is
going to get a good ride. I guarantee you it will get a fair objective comparison. This year we
have refined the algorithms throughout the airplane and have been pulling all the data together on
a common basis of measurement and display. There are a lot of events that we threw away last
year that we will take this year. if things cooperate reasonably well we are going to have a good
summer and it will get a fair ride.
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